Appendix: Responses to Human Rights Watch Letters

September 21, 2018
Arvind Ganesan
Director for Business and Human Rights
Human Rights Watch
350 fifth avenue, 34th floor
New York, NY 10118-3299
Greetings,
It is my pleasure to answer the technical questions you have asked in your
comparison of the Ahern et al. (2011) and Lamm et al. (2015) papers on mountaintop-mining
(MTM) counties and birth defects.
1. Why did our study look only at the West Virginia data and not the four-state data that
Ahern looked at?
This was answered in our paper (page 77) in the last three paragraphs of the
introduction. Because of the lack of balance of MTM mining counties across the four states,
the Ahern comparison was of MTM-mining counties in WV and KY and the non-mining
counties of TN and VA. Only WV had a significant proportion of its live births occurring to
residents of MTM counties – 34% compared to 9%, 2%, and 1%. WV had a balanced
distribution of counties with about 1/3 having MTM-mining activity (18/55 = 33%), 1/3 nonMTM mining activity (14/55 = 25%), and 1/3 no mining activity (23/55 = 42%).
2. Why did you exclude hospitals with fewer than 1,000 live births in your more detailed
analyses?
The answer to this question is demonstrated in Table 1. The last paragraph of the
introduction states the purpose of this paper: We hypothesize that hospital of birth may
bias the estimation and comparison of prevalence rates for birth defects by mining groups.
We shall assess whether the prevalence rates for birth defects are explained by county of
maternal residency (MTM or non-mining) or by hospital of birth. This gives us an opportunity
to demonstrate how data quality issues, such as unbalanced distributions of live births

among hospitals and observer bias, may be handled to bring clarity to findings and
conclusions.
Table 1 demonstrates that the crude prevalence rate ratio [PRR] (birth defect rate for
residents of MTM-mining counties versus for residents on non-mining counties) was 1.43
(95% CI, 1.36-1.52) when all 319 birth sites were included. However, the analysis for the
hospital-adjusted PRR could not converge. The model did converge when the analysis was
restricted to the 44 hospitals that had greater than 1,000 resident live births in MTM-mining
and non-mining counties during the 20-year study period.
This reduced data set still contained 98% of the live births to residents of the MTMmining counties (152,540/155,382 = 98%) and 95% of the live births to residents of the nonmining counties (132,732/139,603 = 95%). Further, there was no loss of information as the
crude prevalence rate ratio was still 1.43 (95% CI, 1.35-1.51). With this data set, the analytic
model for the hospital-adjusted prevalence rate ratio converged with Hospital-adjust PRR =
1.08 (95% CI, 9,97-1.20; p = 0.16).
3. Why did you not adjust for maternal age, education, or smoking status, as Ahern et al.
(2011) did?
Table 3 in Ahern (2011) report both “unadjusted” and “adjusted” prevalence rate
ratios (with 95% confidence limits) for birth defect rates for residents of MTM-mining
counties and of non-mining counties.
The “unadjusted” PRR was 1.63 (95% CI, 1.54-1.72), which is statistically significantly
elevated [the lower confidence limit is greater than 1.0]. The “adjusted” PRR was 1.26 (95%
CI, 1.21-1.32), also statistically significantly elevated, but much less so than the “unadjusted”
PRR. The purpose of performing the “adjusted” PRR calculation was determine whether the
statistically significant elevated “unadjusted” PRR could be entirely explained by known covariates. This procedure showed that the co-variates could explain most of the increased
risk. The “unadjusted” PRR showed an excess PRR of 0.63, and the “adjusted” PRR showed
an excess PRR of 0.26. Therefore, the examined co-variates explained 59% of the
statistically significant excess PRR in the “unadjusted” PRR [(0.63-0.26)/0.63 = 0.37/0.63
= 59%). There still remained a statistically significant residual excess PRR of 0.26 that was
not explained by the examined co-variates.
In contrast, our unadjusted PRR showed an excess PRR of 0.43, and our hospitaladjusted PRR showed an excess ERR of 0.08. Therefore, the one examined co-variate
(hospital of birth) explained 81% of the statistically significant excess PRR in the unadjusted

PRR [(0.43-0.08)/(0.43) = 0.35/0.43 = 81%). As there was no statistically significant
residual excess PRR after adjusting for hospital of birth, there was no need to seek other
explanatory co-variates, such as maternal age, education, or smoking.

In addition to the technical questions, you asked about the role of ARIES and its
member companies in the development of this paper. The statement of the non-role of
ARIES applies also to the member companies of ARIES. Our only contacts were with the staff
of Virginia Polytechnical Institute. CEOH closed its offices in 2016, and I do not recall the
financial value of this contract.
You also asked what other work we have done for ARIES – that would have been the
work on small for gestational age infants in Appalachia and analyses related to
epidemiologic studies on arsenic.
Cordially,
Steve
Steven H. Lamm, MD, DTPH
Center for Epidemiology and Environmental Health
Washington, DC

